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1 Introduction

The purpose of a Conservation
Area Appraisal

The purpose of this conservation area
appraisal is to clearly define the special
interest, character and appearance of the
conservation area, and to suggest any
possible amendments to its boundary. The
appraisal should then inform development
control decisions and policies and act as a
foundation for further work on design
guidance and enhancement schemes.

Scope and structure

This appraisal describes and analyses the
character of the Stratton conservation area
and the immediately surrounding historic
environment. The appraisal will look at the
historic and topographical development of
the settlement, analyse its present
character, identify problems and pressures
and make recommendations for its future
management. More detailed advice on the
management of the conservation area can
be found in the Stratton Conservation Area
Management Plan which is designed to
stand alongside this appraisal.

General identity and character

Stratton has a fascinating history and is
fortunate in retaining many historic
buildings from the different periods of its
development. For many years it was the
commercial and administrative centre for
a large hinterland and consequently
enjoyed a degree of prosperity. Stratton
remained the major settlement in the area
until the Victorian period and the arrival of
the railway when this role was appropriated
by nearby Bude. The quaint medieval
streets and wealth of surviving historic

buildings has meant Stratton continues to
be a popular village to live in, but its role
as a commercial centre has significantly
declined.

Date of designation

The Conservation Area was designated in
1973 and extended in 1981.

The Conservation Area within the
wider setting

The present conservation area boundary
includes the historic core of the town and
roughly follows the 1907 development
boundary. It extends to take in the rural
setting of the fields to the north west and
north east of the settlement.
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2 Planning Context

National

In 1967 the concept of protecting areas of
special merit, rather than individual
buildings was first brought under legislative
control with the passing of the Civil
Amenities Act. Whilst listed buildings are
assessed nationally with lists drawn up by
the government on advice from English
Heritage conservation areas are designated
by local authorities. The current Act
governing the designation of ‘areas of
special architectural or historic interest, the
character or appearance of which it is
desirable to preserve or enhance’ is the
Planning (Listed Buildings and
Conservation Areas) Act 1990. Under this
Act local planning authorities are required
to designate conservation areas, to keep
them under review and if appropriate to
designate further areas. Designation
remains the principal means by which local
authorities can apply conservation policies
to a particular area.

Regional

Broad polices relating to the protection and
enhancement of the natural and built
environment is currently contained in the
Cornwall Structure Plan (2004). The policy
emphasis is that development should
respect and consolidate local character. In
2008 the Structure Plan will be replaced as
part of the statutory Development Plan by
the South West Regional Spatial Strategy.
The contained policy approach in respect
of the built and natural environment will be
maintained in accordance with national
guidance.

Local

The adopted North Cornwall District Local
Plan (1999) contains detailed polices
relating to listed buildings and conservation
areas. For this reason, anyone considering
making an application for consent for
development or demolition within a
conservation area or which would affect a
listed building should consult the Local
Plan. The document is available for
inspection at the Council’s offices and
online www.cornwall.gov.uk . Pre-application
advice can also be sought from the
Council’s Conservation and Development
Control Officers.

The Planning and Compulsory Purchase
Act 2004 introduced changes to the
planning system that will result in the North
Cornwall District Local Plan replacement
by a Local Development Framework. A
portfolio of Development Plan Documents
will set out the spatial planning strategies 
for Cornwall and provide detailed
development control policies including
locally distinct polices relating to listed
buildings and conservation areas.

The saved polices of the North Cornwall
District Local Plan will remain part of the
statutory development plan until replaced
by adopted Development Plan Documents.
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3 Location and setting

Stratton is one of the most northerly
settlements in Cornwall. It is situated
around 6 km (4 miles) to the west of the
county boundary with Devon. The
settlement adjoins the A39 trunk road and
is approximately 3km from the beach resort
of Bude. The nearest major towns are
Bideford (43 km/27 miles) to the north,
Wadebridge (48km/30 miles to the south)
and Holsworthy (11 km/ 6 miles) to the
east. It lies within the parish of
Bude-Stratton, in the district of North
Cornwall.

The village lies approximately 1 ½ miles
inland and is surrounded by rolling
agricultural land. The River Neet flows
through the village and the bulk of the
settlement lies on the hillside to the east of
the river valley. Another river joins the Neet
to the south of the village and this river
traditionally formed the settlement’s
southern boundary. To the north east and
the south east of the village the land
continues to rise to hills of 90 and 85
metres above sea level respectively. To the
west lies the slightly lower Stamford Hill
site of a famous Civil War battle, whilst to
the southwest the land rises to a ridgeway,
now the route of the A39.

The surrounding farmland was traditionally
arable with a number of market gardens,
but is now mainly used for pasture. Garlic
was traditionally grown in the fields around
the hamlet of Bowden and there is still a
quantity of wild garlic growing in this area.
During the twentieth century the hillside to
the west of the River Neet was developed
mainly for housing blurring the boundary
between Stratton and Bude.

Historic Landscape Characterisation

Under the historic landscape
characterisation survey carried out by
Cornwall County Council Historic
Environment Service in 1994 most of the
land surrounding the village is
characterised as medieval farmland. There
is an area of twentieth century farmland to
the south-east.
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4 Designations

Scheduled Monuments

There are no scheduled monuments

Historic Buildings

There are 34 listed buildings all of which
are listed Grade II apart fromChurch House
and the old Post Office and adjoining house
to the south, the Drangway and part of the
passage to the east between Church
Square and Gibraltar Square which are
listed grade II*, and the Church of St
Andrew which is listed grade I.

There is no local list

Historic Area Designations

The historic core of the settlement lies
within a conservation area

Other Designations

(All policy numbers refer to North Cornwall
Local Plan adopted April 1999)

The land to the south of the settlement is
designated as Area of Great Landscape
Value (AGLV) – (ENV1)

The land to the east and north of the
settlement is designated an Open Area of
Local Significance (OALS) – (ENV 2)

The settlement is designated an Historic
Settlement – (ENV14)

To the north west of the settlement is an
Historic Battlefield – (ENV15)
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5 Historic and topographic development

Early Origins

Development took place in the area around
Stratton from a very early period. To the
west of the village the site of the A39
follows a ridgeway leading from the Devon
border to Padstow around which camps
were sited during the Iron Age. Leigh to the
east of Stratton and Herdbury both date
from this period and it is possible there was
an Iron Age settlement nearer the ridgeway
on the site of Stratton itself. Roman coins
have been found near Bude suggesting the
area was occupied in Roman times.

Initially it was believed the name Stratton
was derived from the Latin stratium, but
this is unlikely, as the ridgeway would not
have been accorded this status. The name
could derive from straetneat meaning road
or way across a river, or from strat meaning
street and ton meaning farm or manor.

We know for certain that the settlement was
in existence by the Saxon period, and the
first recorded reference to Stratton was
made in the will of Alfred the Great in 901.
It is quite possible that during this period
the settlement had a wooden church.

Medieval

By the time of the Domesday recordings in
1086 the settlement was described as
Straneaton Trisconscire – Stratton in the
Shire of Trigg. The settlement was
surrounded by woodlands and the remains
of two woods - Leigh Wood and Scarsam
Wood still survive to the east of the village.
During the Norman period a stone church
was built, some of the remnants of which

were discovered during the Victorian
restoration of the present building. The
Norman font also still survives.

In 1184 the Manor of Stratton was divided
into two separate manors - Binhamy and
Efford. The area of the modern village of
Stratton falls within the Manor of Binhamy,
originally owned by the Blanchminster
family. In 1207 a Charter from King John
allowed for a fair to be held twice a year on
19thMay and 10th December. The principal
industry was agriculture mainly based on
grain cultivation, but garlic was also grown
in large quantities and used as a cure for
animal diseases. Some of the land was
given over to grazing and a cattle market
was held in the village.

The village was recorded again in 1294
when it was mentioned in the Inquisition of
the Bishops of Lincoln and Winchester as
Ecclesia de Stratone. In 1291 Launceston
Priory acquired a parcel of land to the east
of the church which became known as the
Manor of Sanctuary.

In the fourteenth century the Stratton
Hundred was created, an administrative
area that stretched from Kilkhampton to
Week St Mary. This area of local
government remained more or less intact
until the demise of Stratton Rural District
during the local government re-organisation
in 1970. Stratton was by this time a centre
for local justice and a Court Leet and Court
Barton were held annually at the Tree Inn.
At this point the Tree Inn was known as the
Manor House and used to collect the
manorial rents. It was during this period
that the Norman church was rebuilt with
funds provided by Sir Ralph de
Blanchminster. The tower was added
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during the fifteenth century and Henry VIII
contributed to the costs of the rood screen,
which was destroyed twenty years later.

Picture 5.1 Stratton Church was rebuilt in the
fourteenth century

By 1584 the topographical writer Norden
described Stratton as ‘Amarket towne verie
well served of all kind of neccessaries’.
There was no resident squire and the
village, or town as it was considered at the
time, was run by the churchwardens and
eight men who were the General
Inspectors, Stockwardens and Overseers
of Accounts. These were known as the
Eight Men of Stratton elected by parish
meeting. They administered a fund known
as the Blanchminster Charity after a legacy
from the local landowner Sir Ranulph
Blanchminster of Binhamy. The fund was
mainly used to equip soldiers and for alms
for the poor. In 1577 however it was used
to repave the streets.

During the sixteenth century the Manor of
Stratton passed into the hands of Sir
Richard Grenville. The Grenville family did
not live in the village but in a castle called
Stowe in the Coombe Valley to the north
of the settlement. The original house was
pulled down in 1662 and replaced with a
large redbrick mansion.

By the sixteenth century thanks to the
wealth generated locally from farming the
settlement had grown to a significant size.
Surviving houses from this period help to
give an indication of the settlement’s
footprint - it stretched southwards to Corner
Gardens, with the Tree Inn on Fore Street
and the area around the church highly
developed including the old post office
building, Church Cottage and Church
House. At the northern end of the village
in the area known as Townsend was a tithe
barn.

Picture 5.2 Parts of the fabric of the old post office
date from the sixteenth century
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Picture 5.3 The slit window on the Tithe Barn is a
sixteenth century survival

Post-medieval and Seventeenth
Century

By 1600 the travel writer Leland described
Stratton as ‘a prettye towne’. The
settlement continued to develop. To the
west an almshouse Avery’s was built in
1684 on the land known as the Manor of
Sanctuary. In the centre of the village The
Ring of Bells public house was built
opposite the church and a further cottage
to the south of the old post office. The
village expanded northwards as far as
Townsend Cottage on Maiden Street -
which was originally built as two houses.
Cot Hill was developed by this period with
the house now known as Chy-An-Englos
and No. 24 both on its west side. Other
development from this period included the
building adjoining the Tree Inn to the north.
It seems highly likely that early
development would have occurred on the

land around the river but the earliest
surviving buildings date from this time - 1
and 2 Bridge Cottages on Howells Road
and West Cottage on The Leat. By 1683 a
vicarage had been built on land to the south
of Diddies Road. During the seventeenth
century the streets were repaved again
funded by the Blanchminster charity.

Picture 5.4 The seventeenth century West Cottage
on The leat has a massive external stack chimney
typical of buildings of this period.

Stratton was touched by national events
during the seventeenth century. In 1643
the Battle of Stratton was fought at
Stamford Hill just to the north west of the
settlement. This was a Royalist victory for
Sir Ralph Hopton and his men against
Major General Chudleigh leading the
Parliamentarians. Stratton was a staunchly
Royalist settlement. During this period
Anthony Payne lived in the Manor House
at Stratton (later the Tree Inn). He was a
giant of 7 foot 2 inches who became a
yeoman of the guard to Charles II.
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Picture 5.5 Memorial to the Battle of Stamford Hill
on the Tree Inn

Eighteenth century

During the eighteenth century Stratton
became established as an important local
commercial centre. The 1791 edition of the
Universal British Directory lists all the usual
trades one might expect to find in a small
community such as grocer, draper and
blacksmith. In addition there was a druggist
and two physicians, a tailor, cordwainer,
saddler, victualler, hatter and wig maker.
The presence of the last two indicates the
relative wealth of the community. The post
came three times a week and a there was
a coach from Exeter every Tuesday.
Notably the village had more then twelve
public houses indicating it serviced a large
hinterland. At this time the population of the
parish stood at c900.

Surviving houses dating from the
eighteenth century include Gibraltar House
built 1789 by a sailor wounded at the Battle
of Gibraltar, the southern wing of the
Stratton Gardens Hotel, the barn adjacent
to Chy-An-Eglos, Tudor Cottage on
Howell’s Road, Rattenbury House and
Birwood House on the west side of Fore
Street, Tree Hill Cottage on Old Post Office
Hill and Willoughby Cottage on Spicers
Lane. The number of these survivals, the

fact they were scattered throughout the
town, and the number of different traders
present at this time all indicate the degree
to which the settlement had developed by
this date. This is reinforced by the 1809 first
edition Ordnance Surveymap which shows
a village not dissimilar in size and shape to
the present settlement. All the streets are
already in place, and it shows development
to the east beyond where Sanctuary Lane
meets Church Street. The land between
Cot Hill and Maiden Street is heavily
developed, there are buildings on the
western side of Maiden Street, Fore Street,
Old Post Office Hill and Church Street are
all developed, and there is some sporadic
development on Spicers Lane.
Development spreads to the west of
Howells Road and along Bridge Street
north and south of the road and either side
of the river.

Picture 5.6 Rattenbury House on Fore Street dates
from the eighteenth century

During this period Church House was used
by the churchwardens to brew beer, which
they sold to provide revenue for the church.
A lease dated 1771 shows the Manor
House was used as an inn and by the
1790s was known as the Tree Inn.
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Nonconformism came to Stratton during
the eighteenth century and meetings were
held in private houses.

The Blanchminster charity remained active
and provided funds once again for the
repaving of the settlement. Following the
death of William Henry Grenville, the Third
Earl of Bath who had no direct heir the
manor and all his property passed to his
kinsman Henry Thynne.

Early Nineteenth century

Stratton’s pattern of growth continued
unabated during the early nineteenth
century. Surviving buildings from this period
include on Cot Hill - Little Cothill, the main
range of Stratton Gardens Hotel and 23
Cot Hill. In the southern part of the town
Tree View, Tree View Cottage and the
house adjoining, Fore Street (which was a
shop at this time), Tree Hill House and
Woodley House (also a former shop), and
the house adjoining Willoughby House
Spicers Lane. In 1832 the old vicarage was
replaced by a new building on the same
site.

Picture 5.7 Little Cot Hill part of the town’s early
nineteenth century development

The 1840 tithe map provides a very good
picture of the densely developed nature of
settlement. On the eastern side of Maiden
Street and Market Street there were twenty
five small buildings - all built in a row apart
from a gap just before the corner of Maiden
Street and Cot Hill. The western side of the
road was less intensively developed. Both
sides of Cot Hill were built on apart from
the corner site at the northern end. There
were buildings on the triangular green
where the war memorial now stands and
all three sides of Church Square were lined
with cottages and houses including the
southern side of the churchyard – here
there were ten cottages which hugged the
lower curve of Cot Hill, south of the Old
Malt House. South of the churchyard
Church Street had a few houses at its
western end and then an open area of land
before a further development of houses
where Diddies Road meets Sanctuary
Lane. Both sides of Fore Street were
entirely built up with further development
at right angles to the street behind the Tree
Inn. The triangle of land between Fore
Street and Old Post Office Hill was covered
in development both addressing the street
and some in a courtyard formation behind.
There was only sporadic development
along Howells Road. Spicers Lane was
highly developed on its western side with
only a few buildings on its eastern side. The
wedge of land between Bridge Street and
Howells Road was fairly densely built on.
The area known as Corner Gardens was
highly developed with eleven cottages
bordering the tiny lane. There was building
at the lower end of Hospital Hill on its
northern side and a fair amount of
development on the southern side of Bridge
Street.
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Picture 5.8 Harsh pebbledashed exteriors give these
nineteenth century terraced cottages an
inappropriate modern character

The early nineteenth century development
in Stratton included a number of shops as
well as increased housing. One of the
inhabitants at the turn of the century was
Captain Moyse who traded goods between
Bristol and Bude. In 1804 Stephen Hawker,
who later became the well known rector of
Morwenstowe, was born in Stratton. The
industries based around the river continued
to develop including a water mill and
tanning yard. Cloth was hand spun and
woven in a form known locally as kersey.
Development in the riverside area also
included a blacksmiths. It seems likely that
the intense development along Corner
Gardens housed workers involved in these
industries.

By the mid nineteenth century the steady
growth of the settlement abated as a
consequence of the agricultural slump
which followed the Napoleonic Wars. This
led to a certain amount of emigration. The
Stratton Agricultural Unions then opposed
the Poor Laws and this led to riots during
1837 and during the 1840s there were
further riots and emigration.

The support for Nonconformism in the
settlement continued to grow. In 1805 a
Methodist Chapel was formed in Fore
Street from two houses and in 1837 a larger
purpose built chapel was erected on the
western side of Maiden Street (now called
Hideaway House). In 1839 a further United
Methodist Chapel was built on Back Lane
Hill (now Spicers Lane).

Picture 5.9 Hideaway House was built as the town’s
Methodist chapel in 1837

Late Nineteenth century

The 1856 Post Office Directory gives a
good picture of life in Stratton at this time.
It describes how in 1851 the population of
the parish stood at 1,696 but ‘this is
supposed to be considerably reduced in
consequence of the number of persons who
have left this neighbourhood to emigrate to
America and Australia’. In order to meet
the needs of the growing number of poor
in the parish the Union Poor House was
built in 1856 to the west of the settlement.
There were however still a variety of
different trades being plied from Stratton
ranging from blacksmiths to boot makers,
wine and spirit dealers to hat makers. There
were three grocers and four shopkeepers
and a number of specialist traders including
a watchmaker, a jeweller, and a glass and
china dealer. The magistrates’ court
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continued to operate from a new building
on Maiden Street and there were three
solicitors and two registrars resident in the
town. The number of public houses had
reduced somewhat, but there were still
eight. The Directory lists nurserymen who
were presumably connected with the garlic
industry and a number of farmers. Four
stone masons are listed suggesting a fair
amount of building work still being carried
out, but the presence of two emigration
agents suggests numbers of people
continued to leave.

Picture 5.10 The construction of the Old Court
House dates from the late nineteenth century

During this period, in 1862 the Tree Inn
became The Tree Commercial Inn and was
used as a posting and excise office. By
1877 it was listed as a hotel for ‘tourists
and commercial gentlemen’. In 1863 a
police station was built at the foot of
Hospital Road and in 1866 a cottage
hospital was built by the local doctor, John
King. He then went on to build himself a
fine house, St Cyprian’s at the eastern end
of the village. There were two national
schools in the village and in 1890 a new
chapel was built on the eastern side of
Maiden Street. The court house on Maiden
Street was also used as a market building
on its ground floor. The famous tenor,

Charles Saunders (1865-1917) was born
in Stratton and lived at Lilac Cottage,
Bridge Street.

Picture 5.11 The Methodist Chapel built in 1890 on
Maiden Street

The 1880 first edition Ordnance Survey
map shows how the settlement had altered
since the drawing of the 1840 tithe map.
The row of tiny cottages to the south of the
junction between Maiden Street and Cot
Hill had been demolished creating an empty
site. A further row of cottages to the west
of the Stratton Gardens Hotel were also
demolished and the northern end of Cot
Hill was less intensively developed. Maiden
Street had developed however with more
buildings on its the western side. The
houses along the southern side of the
churchyard had all gone by this date except
for one labeled New Inn, which had a first
floor overhang connecting it to a building
in the Church Square triangle. Two out of
the three buildings in this triangle were still
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extant. A new vicarage had been built to
the south of Diddies Road. Some of the
small cottages on the eastern side of
Maiden Street appear as larger buildings
(possibly amalgamated or rebuilt). St
Cyprians appears on the map at the
eastern end of Diddies Road beyond the
Sanctuary area. There was further
development at the foot of Spicers Lane
and a new school on the southern side of
Howells Road. The Bridge Street area
remained fairly unaltered, with the new
police station on land on the corner of
Hospital Road and a lecture hall on the
opposite side of the road. The cottage
hospital is marked half way up Hospital Hill
and the Stratton Union Workhouse to the
east of the settlement. Themap also shows
a sizeable leat marked as Mill Leat that ran
a straight course parallel to the river.

Already by this period the important historic
character of the settlement had been noted
by visiting writers. In the 1870s Polsue
described ‘a place of considerable antiquity’
and in 1897 Arthur Norway in Highways
and Byways in Devon and Cornwall
described ‘Stratton that ancient town which
lies fast decaying in a hollow of the
hills…Nowhere in Cornwall are the cottages
more picturesque, the streets more narrow
or more obviously ancient.’

Despite its undoubted decline, mainly due
to the fluctuating state of the agricultural
industry, the settlement remained an
important commercial and administrative
centre, and during this period also became
an important centre in the area for
healthcare.

However in 1898 the railway arrived in
nearby Bude bypassing Stratton resulting
in a reversal of roles for the two
settlements.

Twentieth century

Following the arrival of the railway Bude
enjoyed a period of great expansion whilst
Stratton began a gentle commercial
decline.

Change however was gradual and during
the first part of the century the settlement
did continue to evolve. As a comparison
between the 1880 and 1907 Ordnance
Survey Maps shows, whilst the overall
footprint of the settlement remained the
same a number of changes to the fabric
took place. Two new houses were built at
the head of Maiden Street and the new
Wesleyan Methodist Chapel was built on
the eastern side of Maiden Street on the
site of former tiny cottages and a new
parish room was built on Old Post Office
Hill. The buildings on the triangle of land in
the centre of Church Square were
demolished (in c1895), as was the New Inn
on the southern boundary of the
churchyard. In 1910 a row of almshouses
were built and following the First World War
a memorial was erected in Church Square.

Picture 5.12 The former parish room on Old Post
Office Hill

By 1926, despite the growth of Bude,
Stratton still managed to maintain its status
as an important local centre. The edition of
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Kelly’s Directory for that year lists over
ninety entrants in the commercial section
including three banks - Barclays, Lloyds
and the National Provincial, three public
houses - the Bideford Inn, the Tree Hotel
and, the Kings Arms and a temperance
hotel. The settlement still housed the
County Magistrates for Stratton Petty
Seasonal Division along with four solicitors
and three registrars. The hospital continued
to expand and a vaccination officer,
physician and surgeon all lived in the town.

The town’s links with agriculture continued
with thirteen farms of over 150 acres listed
in the Directory and a number of market
gardeners. The cattle market still took place
in Stratton until the 1980s.

During the late twentieth century the
continuing growth of Bude, the arrival of
supermarkets and the growth in car
ownership led to the closure of many of
Stratton’s shops. However the settlement,
which had now taken on the character of a
village rather than a town, still remained a
popular place to live due to the picturesque
nature of its ancient streets and historic
buildings. Modern development took place
to the east of Spicers Lane– Treworden
Close, along Diddies Road and to the south
of Howells Road. The old Market House or
Old Court House as it is now known was
restored by the Cornwall Buildings
Preservation Trust in 1984.

Present Day Stratton

Stratton has continued to grow in recent
years with new developments of large
detached houses to the south of Diddies
Road known as Huntfield Gardens and Old
Drovers Way. Development has also
continued on the land to the south of
Howells Road.

There are three public houses in the village
– the historic Tree Inn and the Kings Arms,
and the modern Union Inn. The church and
Methodist Chapel are still in operation, but
the church hall on Old Post Office Hill and
the chapel on Spicers Lane are both
converted into domestic use. The early
chapel on the western side of Maiden
Street was used for a period as billiard hall
but is now a domestic building – Hideaway
House. St Cyprian’s was converted into a
nursing home and renamed StrattonManor
– it is currently being refurbished. The
former temperance hotel, StrattonGardens,
now operates as a hotel. The school on
Howells Road has been converted into an
art gallery and museum and the former
lecture hall is the village hall and venue for
events. Nearly all the shops in Stratton
have closed but there is still a post office
and newsagent and a fish and chip shop.
The cottage hospital continues to serve the
local community.
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Picture 5.13 The post office and newsagent provides
an important service in the town centre

Picture 5.14 The fish and chip shop on Fore Street
is one of the few remaining commercial premises
in Stratton
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6 Archaeological potential

There are no scheduled monuments in
Stratton but archaeology is potentially a
rich asset for the village. There is much
about the village’s history that is obscure
and archaeology is the only way in which
certain key aspects of its historic
development can be better understood.

Archaeology does not refer solely to buried
remains. Information on the historical
sequences embodied in standing buildings
and other above ground features could be
extremely valuable and a building survey
of the village would be likely to yield
significant new information. Opportunities
for investigation and recording should be
sought when buildings are refurbished or
undergo substantial alteration.
Archaeological remains are an important
and non-renewable resource and as such
are protected by national and local planning
legislation. One component of future
investigation of both buried archaeological
remains and standing buildings may be
through more extensive targeted
implementation of PPS5 legislation as
part of the development control process.
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7 Present settlement character

Understanding Character

The analysis below is intended to give an
understanding of the different features that
contribute towards the town’s character,
and make it of special interest. It is hoped
that by identifying and highlighting these
separate elements they will form the basis
for maintaining and enhancing the town in
the future – to ensure that its special
character is sustained and enhanced.

Topography and Settlement Form

Stratton initially developed around the
church on a level area of ground half way
up the hill. Its sheltered position on a
hillside, near a water source, but high
enough to avoid flooding would have
provided an attractive site for early
occupiers. Subsequently the area around
the River Neet was developed by early
industries, which used the water in its
processes and as a source of power. At the
same time the main street between the
industrial area and the church was
developed. Ribbon development occurred
along the main street (Fore Street, Market
Street and Maiden Street), including a
number of coaching inns and along the
smaller route (Spicers Lane) which led
down to the River Strat.

For many years the land to the east of the
church remained undeveloped except for
Old Sanctuary, but this land became
available for development after the manor
was sold in the nineteenth century. The
fields to the north of the church remained
undeveloped – possibly due to their steep
gradient as did the fields to the west of
Maiden Street possibly for the same
reason. For many years the land to the

south of Diddies Road was occupied by
two large gardens belonging to the vicarage
and to Stratton Manor.

Standing historic fabric

Building types–

As befits a settlement of this size Stratton
contains a large selection of different
building types, which can be described
loosely as vernacular and fall into the
following categories.

Small vernacular cottages –

Simple two-storey structures with
unadorned facades constructed from local
materials. There are examples of these
from every period of Stratton’s development
including the sixteenth century – Church
House and Church Cottage, the
seventeenth - Bridge Cottages and
Townsend Cottage, the eighteenth century
- Tudor Cottage and Willoughby Cottage,
the early nineteenth - Tree View Cottage
and 2-4 Crawford Cottages, and the late
nineteenth - 1-4 Pollards.

Informal working buildings –

Small workshops, barns and former stables
usually one- storey high and constructed
from stone with slate roofs. Many of these
are located behind the streetline, but more
prominent constructions include the barn
under conversion north of Trevanion and
the workshops, now used as a garage, at
the foot of Hospital Road. The Old Forge
has been converted into a house and Lilac
Cottage was once a workshop. Longstone
House was originally the stable block for
Stratton Manor, and the cottages opposite
Sanctuary were once the stables and
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carriage house for Old Sanctuary. Former
market buildings next to the Old Court
House have been converted into domestic
use as has the Old Tithe Barn which still
retains its massive walls and tiny slit
window openings.

Picture 7.1 The former forge on Bridge Street

Picture 7.2 The attractive regular eighteenth century
façade of Old Sanctuary

Shops and former shops –

The number of surviving shopfronts are
testament to Stratton’s years as an
important commercial centre. Many of these
take the form of remnants such as fascia
boards and larger than average windows
– 2, 6 and 8 Bridge Street, 25 Maiden

Street, Hillcrest, Tree Cottage, Printers,
Tree View Cottage and the brick house
adjacent to Rattenbury Gardens.

Picture 7.3 Remnants of former shop fronts on
Bridge Street

Picture 7.4 Former commercial premises onMaiden
Street

There are, however, two shops in Market
Street, Nos. 22 and 23, that have fascia
boards and carved console brackets.
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Picture 7.5 Remnants of historic shop fronts on
Market Street

A number of shopfronts still survive in
almost their original form – the former
butcher’s shop in Church Street which has
pilasters, console brackets, the original
shop window, a fascia and cornice, Tree
Hill House with its two bay windows flanking
a central door with nineteenth century
fanlight all beneath a projecting fascia
under a pent roof, and Woodley House
whose nineteenth century shopfront has
canted bay windows with elegant glazing
bars beneath a fascia and projecting
cornice. According to its list description,
the house adjacent to Tree View to the
north had a nineteenth century shopfront,
but this has recently been replaced by two
modern sash windows. Of the two shops
still in use the fish and chip shop on Fore
Street has canted windows with a central
door and the post office and newsagent
has a modern shop front.

Picture 7.6 This shop front survives virtually
unaltered

Picture 7.7 Former shop front on the façade of Tree
Hill House

Picture 7.8 Preserved historic shop front onWoodley
House
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Inns and former inns –

We know there were a tremendous number
of public houses in Stratton (twelve in the
eighteenth century) but only two, the Tree
Inn and Kings Arms, are still in operation.
The original function of three further inns
the Bideford, Ship and the Lower and
Higher Ring of Bells is still recorded in their
names and surviving features - such as the
long plat band on the façade of the
Bideford, the ornate door canopy to the
Ship and the cart entrance on the façade
of the Ring of Bells.

Picture 7.9 The former Bideford Inn onMarket Street

Former industrial buildings –

These buildings tend to be higher than their
domestic neighbours, often three stories,
and have irregular window openings.
Examples include 1-3 Bridge Street, 1
Crawford Cottages and theOldMalt House.
1 Fore Street and the rear projections of
Highnam House and 6 Bridge Street – all
have a row of windows at first floor level
suggesting they could have been weaving
lofts.

Picture 7.10 The rows of first floor windows on 1
Fore Street indicate it might once have been a
workshop – possibly for weavers

Architectural styles -

The importance and comparative wealth of
Stratton throughout its history is reflected
in the number of buildings whose
architectural design owes more to national
taste rather than local design. These
buildings fall roughly into the following
categories.

Ecclesiastical –

The major ecclesiastical building in the
town is the parish church of St Andrew built
in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries in
the decorated and perpendicular gothic
styles. Gothic, albeit in a more understated
form, was also the style chosen for the
three Methodist chapels. The earliest
chapel, now Hideaway House, was built in
an early nineteenth century interpretation
of the Gothic style otherwise known as
Gothick. The early nineteenth century Free
United Methodist Chapel on Spicers Lane
was built in the Early English Gothic style,
but its distinctive tracery was lost during its
subsequent conversion. The Early English
style was also chosen for the present
Methodist Chapel on Maiden Street.
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Public buildings –

Gothic was also the style of choice for the
majority of public buildings in Stratton. The
Community Hall built in the early nineteenth
century from local stone has a gable end
façade with central round headed doorway.
The late nineteenth century school is typical
of many schools built in Cornwall at this
time with a gabled roof, local stone walls,
granite dressings and large windows to give
optimum light. The former church hall in
Old Post Office Hill is an early twentieth
century interpretation of the community hall,
but with cream brick rather than stone
dressings. The former police station at the
foot of Hospital Road, now known as
Stratton Court, is built in the Tudor Gothic
style from brick with stone mullion and
transomed windows and four centred arch
chamfered stone doorways. The only public
building in Stratton not to be built in the
Gothic style was the Old Court House,
which was built in the Classical style with
a symmetrical façade and large sash
windows with decorative glazing bars.

Picture 7.11 The façade of Stratton Community Hall
incorporates a number of decorative features
including carved bargeboards and a round headed
doorway

Picture 7.12 The gothic former parish room on Old
Post Office Hill

Large houses –

The majority of large houses in Stratton are
built in the classical style with elegant
symmetrical facades such as Tregarthens,
Old Sanctuary, Sanctuary and Hillside
House. The former Bay Tree Hotel,
however, adjacent to Town Bridge was built
in a more exuberant Gothic style with
gables fringed by pierced bargeboards and
surmounted by wooden finials, red brick
nogging in the tympanum of the second
floor windows, a first floor conservatory and
fish scale slates above the bay windows.
The design of Stratton Manor incorporates
a mixture of architectural influences
including an Italianate tower.
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Picture 7.13 The attractive regular eighteenth
century façade of Old Sanctuary

Picture 7.14 The façade of the former Bay Tree
Hotel incorporates a number of decorative features
including pierced bargeboards, fish scale tiles and
brick nogging

Other buildings –

Architectural design was not just reserved
for the higher status domestic and public
buildings in Stratton. The former bank on
the corner of Market Street and Church
Street was built in the style of Edwardian
Classicism with banded rustication on the
ground floor, granite quoins, round-headed
windows and a decorative bracket cornice.
The former stables to Stratton Manor, now
called Longstone House, were designed in
the Tudor Gothic style with arched windows
and large brick chimneys.

Picture 7.15 The classical Edwardian former bank
on Market Street

Key Buildings

These buildings are of particular importance
due to their prominent positions and the
role they play in the surrounding
townscape.

St Andrew’s Church – grade I.
The Tree Inn – grade II
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Picture 7.16 The Tree Inn – parts of which date from
the sixteenth century – dominates the streetscape
of Fore Street

Stratton Garden Hotel – grade II

Picture 7.17 Stratton Gardens Hotel - an important
element in the townscape of the northern end of the
town

Old Sanctuary
Gibraltar House – grade II

Picture 7.18 The southern façade of Gibraltar House
with charming historic fenestration including a
gabled and a raking dormer window

Bridge Cottages – grade II
The Old Post Office – grade II*
Church Square buildings – Church
Cottage (grade II), Lower and Higher
Ring of Bells (grade II), Church House
(grade II*)
Stratton Methodist Church

Other listed structures –

All are listed grade II

Sixteenth century –No.3 Corner Gardens

Seventeenth century – Westlake Chest
Tomb, Former butcher’s shop Church
Square, Chy-An-Eglos Cot Hill, No 24 Cot
Hill, Townsend Cottage, House adjacent to
Tree Inn to the north, West Cottage The
Leat
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Picture 7.19 The ground floor windows on Townsend
Cottage are stepped to follow the gradient of the hill

Eighteenth century – Rattenbury House,
Tudor Cottage, Tree Hill Cottage,
Willoughby Cottage

Early nineteenth century – Stratton
Community Hall, Little Cothill Guesthouse,
No 23 Cot Hill, Tree View and House
adjoining, Tree View Cottage, Hideaway
House, Tree Hill House, Woodley House,
House adjoiningWilloughby Cottage to the
south

Late nineteenth century – Stratton Court

Early twentieth century – Winand Van
Wulfften Palthe Memorial, The War
Memorial

Local and traditional building
materials

Wall treatments throughout the town vary.
The majority of houses and cottages are
rendered with both smooth and textured
finishes. There are however a number of
buildings with untreated stone walls
including Church Cottage and Hillcrest, and
some with stone walls and brick surrounds
– Lilac Cottage, Hillside Cottage, 12Maiden
Street and the Old Church Hall. Some of
the cottages in Stratton are constructed

from cob such as 1 and 2 Bridge Cottages,
whilst others are a mixture of stone and
cob. The Ring of Bells has a stone ground
floor and rendered first floor which is
possibly cob, West Cottage is constructed
of cob with a stone plinth and Townsend
Cottage has cob walls with a massive stone
external chimneystack.

Picture 7.20 Lilac Cottage, originally a workshop, is
constructed from local stone with later brick
dressings

Although stone and cob were the traditional
materials for walls there are a few historic
buildings in the village constructed from
brick - these include Stratton Court and the
house adjoining Rattenbury Gardens on
Fore Street. Rattenbury House is built from
bricks which are believed to have come
from Stowe, the country house of the
Grenville family situated above the Coombe
Valley.
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Picture 7.21 Stratton Court, the former police station,
is constructed from brick with stone dressings

The majority of roofs in the village are local
slate and they greatly add to the quality of
the town giving a sense of homogeneity to
some quite disparate building types. There
are also a number of thatched cottages
including 1 and 2 Bridge Cottages, Tudor
Cottage, Willoughby Cottage, Jasmine
Cottage and Townsend Cottage. It is most
likely that a larger number of the older
cottages were originally thatched. For
example the positioning of the first floor
windows close to the eaves on the Kings
Arms suggests this building was originally
thatched.

Picture 7.22 Church House roof is formed from tiny
slates laid in regular courses by skilled craftsmen

Picture 7.23 Bridge Cottages have a traditional
thatched roof

Slate became widely used in the area
following the development of the slate
quarries at Delabole and the extraction of
slate from the cliff faces along the North
Cornish coast. In addition to its widespread
use as a roofing material it was also used
to provide protection for walls facing the
prevailing wind and for its decorative
qualities. Slatehanging can be found on the
old post office, the first floor of Stratton
Gardens Hotel and the rear extension of
the Old Court House. Slate was used to
form window cills and for verges such as
those on Lilac Cottage and West Cottage.
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Picture 7.24 Slate hanging on the façade of the Old
Post Office

Picture 7.25 Slate hanging on the Stratton Gardens
Hotel

Picture 7.26 Slate and lead verge on Fore Street

The majority of chimneystacks in the town
are brick but there are a number of early
stone survivals including 24 Cot Hill, Little
Cot Hill, Townsend Cottage and West
Cottage.

Picture 7.27 Bridge Cottage – a modern brick
chimney on a historic stone stack
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